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Plutarch's account of Sulla's death as caused by phthiriasis or the morbus 
pedicularis 2, though substantiated in other sources also 3, is generally rejected 
by modern scholarship 4 for four reasons. Firstly, an eczema producing body lice 
in such quantities as to lead to the decomposition of the body tissue is not 
medically recorded or even possible 5. Secondly, there is obvious reason to suspect 
that the disease is a fiction invented to point the moral of a condign fate visited 
upon Sulla for his inhumanity 6_ Thirdly, it ' is suspiciously like an account in 
popular unscientific terms circulated among the plebs and meant as a reprisal 
for the parable of the ploughman and his lousy shirt, which Sulla had recently 
recounted to the plebs by way of rebuke 7. And fourthly, there is also a tradition 
that Sulla died of a haemorrhage brought on by a fit of temper 8_ 

In this monograph an attempt will be made to examine the events leading 
up to Sulla's death in an attempt to see whether any symptoms of a medically 
diagnosable disease can be discerned in the various accounts of that death. This 
will be done by building up a medical case history of Sulla's life and supple
menting it with medical case histories of his immediate kin. This method will 
avoid the desperate expedient of asserting that Plutarch and his sources are 
talking nonsense about Sulla's death 9. It may well also reconcile differences in 

1 I must acknowledge my gratitude and indebtedness to Dr. E. Ryan and Mr. I. R. Rosin 
of Salisbury for their help, a:dvice, information and encouragement in the writing of this 
article. 

2 Sulfa, 36, 3-4. 
3 Pliny, NH, 26, 86; Auctor De vii·. ill., 75, 11; Partsanias, 1, 20, 7. 
4 For an account of the views of modern scholars cf. Valgiglio, Plltlarco Vita di Silla, 

1954, 174. 
5 'Che invece abbia avuto le manifestazioni di un vero e proprio eczema, producente 

pidocchi in quantita inesauribile, sino a causare Ia morte dell' individuo affetto, attraverso 
Ia decomposizione dei tessuti del corpo ... none scientificamente ammissibile': Valgiglio, 
ibid. 

6 Plut. Sull., 36, 5-6 lists other historical personalities who also died of the disease. 
The list seems apocryphal : Herod also is elsewhere given this fate. Valgiglio comments on 
it as 'un puro frutto di fantasia, da attribuirsi a motivi di indole morale. Prescindendo in
facti da1 pensiero personale del biografo, preoccupato di imporre a! dissoluto protagonista 
un giusto casfigo dei suoi eccessi .. .' {ibid). 

7 Frohlich in RE, Cornelius 392: ']. Ziehen meint, Sulla habe es der Erziihlung von 
dem Ackersmann und die Liiusen, die er dem Volk nach der Ermordung Ofellas vortrug, zu 
verdanken, class man ihm den Tod durch Giuse zugesdirieben habe' · (s. 1563; for the 
parable cf. Appian. B.C., 1, 101). 

l:l Val. Max., 9, 3, 8; P1ut. Sull., 37, 4--5 (where Valgiglio, p. 178, comments: 'La 
vita di quest' uomo veniva cos! suggellata con un atto di violenza, die sta li come a 
denunciarne uno degli aspetti caratteristici') . 

u Plutarch in fact is extremely meticulous in recording the details of his characters' 
deaths : Barbu, Les procedes de Ia peint11re des caractet·es et Ia verar:ite historique dans les 
biographies de Plutat·que, 1934, chap. 6. He may rearrange their sequence or importance to 

suit their explanation as he himself conceives it, but he does not omit or falsify fact. A 
good example is his account of tne death of Marius, where he gives such a wealth of detail 
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the sources and give an objective analysis of all the literary traditions centring 
upon the death. 

Firstly, then, Sulla's medical history. An obvious indication of a diseased bodily 
condition presents itself immediately in Sulla's peculiar complexion, cruelly 
stigmatised as 'a mulberry spotted with meal' 10. Plutarch's description of this 
feature of Sulla's appearance cannot be taken to indicate a birth-mark of the 
Port-wine stain type. His description tells against this : E:~~v6E~ yap 1:0 E:p06'1)fJ.£X 
-rp£Xxu x£Xt cr7top&o'IJV x£X't"£XfJ.EfJ.~YfJ.evov T(j :Awxo't"'l)-r~ . There is no mention here 
of the technical term for such a disfigurement, X'IJA(£; 11, though Plutarch does 
elsewhere employ it to designate a disfiguring blotch upon the body 12. On the 
other hand Holden long ago said of E:~~v6E~ that it is 'a technical term for 
eruptions and skin diseases . . . , whence the medical term "exanthemata". It is 
applied by Thucydides to the skin on which such eruptions appear' 13. Used 
as a medical term in ancient Greek, the word means 'of ulcers, etc., to break 
out . .. ; also of the skin' 14. In Plutarch it bears two meanings: 'to break out'
used of a disease and then, by extension, of some undesirable moral quality 15 
-and 'to put forth' -of a growth or discharge 16. The tense which Plutarch 
uses is important. It is an imperfect. In the eight instances of the word's 
use in the Lives Plutarch six times uses it in the aorist tense, to denote 
completed, as opposed to continuing, action. He uses it in the imperfect tense 
at Sulla 36, 3 to denote continuous action. Clearly, then, the tense is deliberately 
employed here to convey the same effect; the eruption, that is, 'used to break 
out' on him. 

Plutarch then goes on to connect these periodical skin eruptions with 
Sulla's dissolute way of life and in particular his venery 17. Though Valgiglio 
finds it hard to see any connection 18, there is a very obvious medical one, 
nam~ly that in the course of his dissolute living with members of a low and 
depraved caste of society 19 Sulla had contracted venereal disease. The obvious 
objection to such a view is the generally held belief that such disease, being first 

(in an attempt to reconcile conflicting views) that diagnosis as pneumonia is rendered 
certain: cf. my The death of Marius, Acta Classica I, 1958, 117-20. 

10 cruXOtfLLv6v ~crB' 6 :EuAI.Otc;, &.t..cpE•cp 7te:TCOtcrfL~vov: Plut. Srtl!., 2,2 . 
11 Liddell & Scott, ed. Jones & McKenzie (henceforth cited as LSJ) X7JI..(c; 3. 
12 1t/..7)v oihe: X1JAL<; i:~ljv87Jcre: (note aorist) -rou cr6lfLOtTO<; ou-r' rxA/.o <pOtpfLI±XDll ll1JfLELOV: 

Ant. 87. Plutarch generally uses the word in the sense 'disfiguring blotch': Alex. 59; De 
Project. Virt. Sent. 82 ·B (a passage which draws a distinction between X7JI..(I>Ot and EAX1J~) 
'unhealthy blotch' (in wine): Symp. 6;693D. 

lll Pltttarchi Sulla, 1886, p. 59 n. to i:~ljvBe:L. 
14 LSJ i:~0tv8ew I, 3. 
15 Of a physical ailment: Mar. 17; Anton. 87: of a moral ill: Thes. 6; Ti. Grac. 2. 

Holden translates -rocrou-rov i:~ljvBe:L of Sull. 36 'with such violence did it discharge' (p. 
188). 

111 Respectively Alex. 35 and Demetr. 12 . 
17 Sttll. 2, 3. 
1 !1 'Non e chiaro cioe quale nesso sussista tra una carnagione rosso scura, chiazzata que e 

Ia di macchie bianche, punteggiata da due occhi cerulei [Plutarch in fact seems to refer 
only to the eruptions], e Ia stoffa da buoncempone motteggiatore . . . e spensierato . . . 
Tuttavia un cerro richiamo tra Ia ruvidezza ed il colore della sua pelle, e Ia vita disordinata, 

· che Silla conduceva, non si puo escludere' (p. 6). 
19 Actors were often slaves or freedmen and had notoriously little social standing or 

morality: Val. Max. 6,9,6 gives a Roman's view of them. For Sulla's intimate connection 
with dramatic circles cf. Valgiglio, p . 7; Scullard, From the Gracchl to Nero, 1959, 397, 
n. 26. 
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introduced by Columbus from America, did not affect the ancient world 2o. But 
it is far from clear that the disease did not occur from the earliest times in the 
ancient world 21, hence it is obviously a possible explanation in Sulla's case, 
the more so as the symptoms of an eruption as described fit so perfectly with 
those of secondary syphilis. 

Plutarch says 'a red eruption used to break out that was rough and mingled 
here and there with white' 22. This is a remarkably clinical description of the 
rash that appears in the secondary stage of the disease 23. Sulla's exposure to 
the sun during the siege of Athens would have made the phenomenon more 
noticeable 24. 

There are two immediate apparent objections to this identification 
of the eruption, well though its appearance coincides with Plutarch's 
description. Plutarch describes the recurrence· of the rash as a characteristic 
feature of Sulla's appearance. Now, had it been congenital, the disease would 
probably have killed him either in his first five months or between the ages 

20 The British Encyclopaedia of Medical Practice, Vol. II, 1939 (cited henceforth as 
BEMP), where dissent from the orthodox view is recorded. Anotber indication of the 
uncertainty of medical opinion occurs at Senet, Man in search of his ancestors, 1954, 
95-96. 

21 I have had much assistance, in advice, with bibliography (and in admonitions to 
caution) from Doctors Barnett, Dawson and Poynter. Dr. Poynter informs me that the 
more reasonable and generally held view on syphilis is 'that it was a disease of great anti
quity but was latent in Europe until a new pandemic was 'triggered off' by a more virulent 
species of the parasite brought from the West Indies'- cf. fiawke, A-New Disease, Lancet, 
1957 (ii), 285-86. 

22 Su/1. 2,1. Valgiglio comments: 'Ia sua pelle era aspra a! tatto .. . e rossa (lett.: un 
as pro ross ore fioriva, cioe era diffusa, sci I. sulla sua pelle . . . ) tempestata qua e Ia di 
macchie bianche' (p. 5). 

23 In the secondary stage of the disease 'roseolar syphilide is usually the first rash to ap
pear ... The spots are at first light red and difficult to distinguish from the background of 
normal skin . . . but later become darker red ... Sometimes on a number of the spots groups of 
pin-head, darkly pigmented elevations appear, giving the surfaie a rough appearanie ... In 
some cases, a variable time after it has disappeared, the roseola reappears .. .' (BEMP 
p . 558. For convenience the pagination of the following quotations is incorporated with 
the quotations:) 'The lemicuTo-papular eruption usually follows on the heels of the roseola, 
or may be the first secondary eruption to be seen. In its typical form it appears as dome
shaped papules ... The individual papule is at first light red . . . The colour deepens 
quickly to brown-red or even dark brown (p. 559) . .. The small papular syphiliC:Ie, called 
the miliary or lichenoid, usually occurs much later than the lemiculo-papular, general1y as 
a recurrence towards the end of the first year or later. It is considered to be a severe 
manifestation of syphilis . . . and is chiefly found in . . . those who have earlier shown 
evidence of poor resistance to the disease in the shape of severe manifestations . .. The 
flat lichenoid type consists of small red elevations ... In one form, the spinulose lichenoid 
syphilide . . ., little horny projections like minute prickles appear in die centres of the 
papules . . . Sometimes at the end of the period of the roseolar eruption, but more 
commonly much later, e.g. about the fourth of fifth month, white spots may appear . . . 
starting small as lentifs, they grow in the course of some months to patches the size of a 
shilling or larger, each surrounded by a border of more deeply pigmented skin (p. 564) . 
. . . The discoloration lasts for at least rwo or three years' (p. 565). 

24 The text notes: 'particularly in men whose occupation exposes the skin of the trunk 
to general irritation, e.g. by heat or sun, the infection may be wide-spread'. Now Sulla was 
fair haired (Plut. Sull. 6, 10), and his skin, being exposed to the sun during the siege of 
Athens, would turn a ruddy colour: His face and neck would be most exposed and the 
white patches would show up strikingly on them. 
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of five. and of twenty years 25 . But it is known that he was sixty years old when 
he died 26. This is not a valid objection, actually, because Plutarch is obviously 
describing Sulla's appearance in his prime. Yet these 'secondary' eruptions are 
transient phenomena and so can hardly by described as typical of Sulla's usual 
appearance throughout his adult life. Even if, as seems likely, he experienced 
several varieties of eruption, they would not have continued for longer than four 
years 27. Again the objection is more apparent than real. On Plutarch's own 
evidence Sulla was not afflicted with these eruptions as a young man - as a 
youth he won the affections of a wealthy demi-monde through close acquaintance 
and the xcl.p~v ~v &.cp' &pcx:c; dxEv, which must mean physical beauty 2 8. His 
physical beauty was his outstanding characteristic as late as 90-89 BC, when, in 
response to the interpretation of an omen, Sulla unhesitatingly (and apparently 
without objection) identified the 'gentleman of outstanding and remarkable 
beauty' spoken of with himself 29 . 

In fact the only historical reference to this eruption dates it to 86 BC 30 . 

It is very probable that Plutarch generalised from this piece of information -
the mocking taunt during the siege of Athens - and attributed the eruption 
as a permanent (if sporadic) feature of Sulla's complexion from this single piece 
of evidence. This 'characteristic feature' of Sulla is mentioned by no other 
writer 3 1 and is demonstrably contradicted elsewhere in Plutarch's own referen· 
ces to him. Plutarch often introduces his own ideas or explanations into the 
course of the narrative without drawing attention to the fact that they are his 

25 BEMP, 585. 
26 All references to Sulla's age in this monograph are based on a date of birth in 138 

BC (RE Cornelius 392, s. 1522, citing Val. Max. 9,3,8; Veil. 2,17 ; App. 105; Plut. ·sull. 6) 
and of death in 78 BC /RE Joe. cit. , s. 1563, citing Val. Max. 9,3,8; App. 1,105; Plut. 
Srtl/. 36) at the age of 60. . 

27 The imperfect, stressing the recurrence of the eruption, indicates that it occurred 
several times; as has been indicated, this is precisely what takes place with the skin 
eruptions of secondary syphilis, three varieties of which (one recurrent) fit Plutarch's 
description. 

Sulla was besieging Athens for a good part of 87 : Cinna initiated a prosecution of Sulla 
immediately upon entering office as consul (i.e. January 1st, 87) , whereupon Sulla left 
for Greece (Plut. Sull. 10,8), where he proceeded almost immediately to the siege of 
Athens (ib. 12,1; 12,2 dates the beginning of the siege to the counter-revolution in 
Rome, which began very early in the year: cf. Plut. Mar. 41,1). Athens did not fall till 
March 1st, 86 (Plut. Sull. 14,9). Consequently these symptoms of secondary syphilis would 
have had ample time to manifest themselves - and be observed - during the siege. 

:!S Plut. Sull. 2,6. LSJ translates xcipL<; as 'outward grace or favour, beauty' . 
29 Plut. Srtll. 6,9-10; Valgiglio speaks of the passage as indicating 'Ia bellezta dell' 

aspetto' (p. 29). Sulla could not have so described himself had he been suffering from 
this loathsome skin eruption, especially as he prides himself upon the appearance of his 
hair and 'Loss of hair occurs in a high proportion of cases of secondary syphilis during 
the lenticulo-papular eruption' (BEMP, 565). This omen can only be dated to some time 
in Sulla's campaigns during the Social War, i.e. from 90 to 89 BC: cf. Broughton, The 
Magistrates of the Roman Republic (henceforth cited as MRR), Vol. 2, 1952, pp. 29 
and 36. 

30 It is mentioned at Plut. Sull. 2,2 and De GatTu!. 505B only, and these passages 
both date it to the siege of Athens. 

31 And Seneca expressly mentions the appearance of Sulla's face: Sulla tunc era/ 
violentissimus, cum fad em eitts sanguis invaserat (Lttdl. 1,10,4) . 
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own 32, And at Sulla 2,2 Plutarch indulges in an etymological explanation which 
is typical of him and which, by its ineptness, shows every sign of being his own 
a priori reasoning 3'3. Moreover, to anticipate, the remainder of the - quite 
extensive - body of medical history of Sulla and his kin 34 indicates that the 
disease had reached its secondary stage at this juncture, which is in fact the first 
and only occasion to which the eruption can be dated. On grounds of consistency 
and probability, then, it must be assumed that Plutarch generalised from this 
piece of information which applies only to the period around 86 BC. Hence the 
second objection falls away. 

If there is no evidence of signs of serious illness in Sulla datable before 86, 
there is abundant evidence of such signs thereafter. Plutarch says 'while Sulla 
was spending his time in Athens [84 BC] 35 a numbing pain accompanied by 
a feeling of heaviness attacked his feet. Strab6 says this is suppressed gout. So 
he sailed to Adepsus and took the warm waters while relaxing and spending 
his days in the company of theatrical artists' 36. Oddly for gout, the ailment 
does not develop subsequently, though Sulla began later to drink even more 
heavily 37. Again oddly this 'gout' did not affect any particular joint. In fact 
the word 1toil&ypoc does not mean gout necessarily 38. The ailment must there
fore under the circumstances be synovitis which 'may occur in the secondary 
stages as a quiet indolent process with uniform distension of the joint, without 
great pain ... The knee is most often affected and is uniformly enlarged with, 
however, little or no pain on movement and no wasting of muscles' 39 . 

32 Cf. my comments on 'Plutarch's method of rationalisation' at Pi/a at the battle of 
Pharsalia, C.R. 72, 1958, 12. A parallel case is Plutarch's famous description of Marius' 
terror before a citizen assembly (Mar. 28,2): like the remark under discussion, this too is 
contradicted elsewhere in the biography in which it occurs (4,3; 14,13-14; 28,3; cf. 
also 38,5) and is the only such claim made in the sources (which, in fact, uniformly 
contradict it: Cic. ad Att. 10,8,7; Liv. Epit., 69; Dio 26,89,2; Veil. 2,23,1). Passerini 
(Caio Mario come uomo politico, Athenaeum, 12,1934, 260-263, n. 3) has shown that 
it is a subjective generalisation inserted because such generalisation was required of the 
biographer at this point. As Passerini indicates (and as is evident from perusal of the other 
biographies), the summary of character in the opening chapters is also built on the 
subjective generalisation, which is what this remark clearly is (cf. also the following 
note) . 

33 A Roman historian would have known that the cognomen had existed in the gens 
Cornelia long before Sulla's time: cf. RE Cornelius Sulla 376 ff. and the stemma (s. 1515). 
He cannot therefore have received this cognomen because of his physical characteristics 
(on :AeyoucrL as a formula used by Plutarch in introducing his own views cf. Perrin, The 
Ethics and Amenities of Greek Historiography, A.J .P. 18, 1897, 262) 

34 For convenience in following the details of the argument its conclusions are diagram-
matically laid out on a grid which follows the text. 

35 MRR 2,61. 
36 Sui/. 26,4-5. 
37 In fact, as Valgiglio says (p. 7), he always lived a dissolute life in this respect: cf . 

Sui/. 26,5; 33,1; 36,1. 
3 8 'On Podagra and Cheiragra Dictionaries wrongly give gout as the only meaning for 

these two words, which, in many classical writers, and sometimes in Celsus, are simply 
used ro mean pain in the foot or hand . .. To sum up, it seems clear that if the words 
podagra and cheiragra when used by Celsus [a medical writer!) are simply translated 
'gout' , we are attributing to him a specialised use of the term which he probably did not 
intend; his podagra and cheiragra were used of any pain in the foot and hand . . .' 
Spencer, Celms De Medicina (Loeb), Vol. I, 1948, Appendix, 463-65. 

39 BEMP 579. 
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The next recorded symptom occurs in 78 BC and is the supposedly fictitious 
phthiriasis 40. Confusion has here been caused by translating the word rpfldp 
as 'louse' 41. It has been shown that Plutarch used the word £~~vfl.Sw in several 
developed senses. So the word rpfldp seems to have undergone development of 
significance. Commencing by meaning 'louse', its progress to the meaning 'a 
sore caused by a louse', 'a louse-like sore' is both natural, simple and easy; the 
final sense reached in this development is that of 'sore', which must be the sense 
in which it is used at Quaest. Conv. 2,9,1C (cf. also E) 4 2 . This meaning, surely 
necessary in the passage just quoted and a natural development, fits all 
descriptions of the morbus pedicularis recorded in LSJ and in Plutarch 43 -
and has the advantage of not making medical nonsense out of these passages 
as the orthodox translation of the word does. Plutarch's description of the cause 
and course of the phthiriasis suits the tertiary stag{' of the disease extremely 
well. He says that it was caused by wenching and drinking44. It will be 
remembered that he connected the secondary infection also with such a cause 4'5. 

It is a medically established fact that heavy intake of alcohol renders a person 
particularly susceptible to the disease 46. A physical deficiency which may well 
be related to the disease is recorded 47. A gummatous ulcer, occurring, as is 
usual in this disease, near the original site of infection 48, might very well have 
caused such a loss 4 9. Moreover Plutarch speaks of 1:·~v v6crov &1t' cx.L't"[cr.~ 
li.cx.rppiit; &p~cx.p.fv"I)V 50 - a typical procedure in the third stage: 'Often the 
start can be traced to some trifling injury, e.g. in one of my cases the first nodule 
started at the site of a prick with a rose thorn on the ulnar margin of one hand, 
and six months later the edge of the lesion stretched from the bases of the 
middle and index fingers to the base of the thumb' 5 1. In view of the apparent 

40 Pliny N.H. 7,138; Auct. De vir. ill. 75,11; Pausan. 1,20,7; Plut. Sui!. 36,3--4; for 
its fictitious nature cf. Holden p. 188 and Valgiglio pp. 174-75. 

41 Not only by LSJ but by Pliny. Yet 'nasmntztt·que in sanguine ipso homilzis animalia 
exesura corpus' need mean no more than 'and there are formed in the poor creature's 
blood-stream living creatures destined to consume his body' : significantly Pliny makes no 
mention of lice, pediw/i. 

4~1te:pt ~e -rwv E:plwv [of sheep killed by a wolf-bite] lkij1tOpou:J.e:v, [1.1j1to-r' ou ye:wrj. 
TO\J<; cp6e:'i:pcx.; &.'A'A' E:xxcx'Ae:'L't'cr.L, 't'PIXXUTij-r6.; TWO<; &:[J.UKTLX'ij<; 'ij 6e:p[1.6T't]'t'O<; !IM":"Ij't'L 
~LIXKplvovTIX Tijv cr&:pxcr. 0 

0 0 0 (E) 1:'0: ~·ulto 6·ijplwv ~1Jx6tv1:'1X KIXL 1:'0\J<; ovuxcx.; [l.E:Acxlve:cr61XL 
KIXL TPLxoppe:'Lv XIXL To'L.; ~tp[l.CXO"L cp'At~iiv Kcxt p!XKoucr61XL (i.e. their gangrenous condition 
infects the skin and causes sores). See addendum, p. 77. 

43 Plutarch uses the term at Alex. 55; D e Commrm. Notit. 1064 A (where u~w7tlwvTIX<; 
need mean no more than 'suffering from watery discharges' ); and the term cp6e:tpo1tot6.;, 
which the above meaning also fits, at Quaest. C01111. 2,9,1 C and De lsid. et Osir. 352 F. 

44 Sui!. 36,2-3. 
45 lb. 2,3. 
46 BEMP, 562. On Sulla's drinking habits cf. note 37 above. 
17 Justin. Dig. 49,16,4 : qui mm 11110 testiculo natus est quive amisit iure militabit 

semndum divi Traiani rescriptum: nam et duces Sulla et Cotta memorantur eo habitll 
fuisse naturae. 

4H On this see note 44. 
49 BEMP, 580. 
50 He says that it was Sulla's dissolute life and drink which fostered the disease, which 

had started from a slight cause: S11// . 36,3. Incidentally, this reticence in defining the cause 
tells in favour of the hypothesis that it had some such origin as that indicated at notes 
47--49. 

51 BEMP, 574. 
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knowledge shown by Plutarch of the causes of this particular disease and the 
accuracy of his description of it in its tertiary stage (he is not aware of the other 
stages), it seems obvious that the ancients knew of it as a disease - and 
described it as cp8c:tplc~mc;. 

Plutarch goes on: 'For a long time he did not realise that his inwards had 
started to suppurate. Because of this disease his very flesh decomposed and all 
changed to sores so that, though numerous attendants together &i.y and night 
took them away' [i.e. cleaned and tended the suppurating ulcers], 'what was 
separated off 52 was nothing in comparison with what developed upon him' 53. 

It should be noticed that there is no mention of any pain suffered, and that the 
ulceration in the tertiary stage of the disease is painless 54. The classical type 
lesion of the tubero-serpiginous syphilide might well be described in these 
terms 55, and ulceration would follow, given Sulla's physical condition 56. The 
tertiary ulcer is of the gummatous variety. This 'usually originates in the sub
cutaneous tissues . . . and appears under the skin as a round elastic painless lump 
varying in size from that of a butterbean to a tangerine orange or bigger. Soon 
it merges with the skin and, breaking down in the centre, gives rise to the classi
cal tertiary ulcer' 57. The unfortunate Sulla seems to have had both varieties, 
as can happen. 

There is one further well-attested 58 symptom of the disease. Sulla died, 
labouring hard, the night after he had had a haemorrhage brought on by violent 
excitement 59 , This is the classical death for a man suffering from the final 
stages of this affliction. The great Sir John Hunter, who had inoculated himself 
with the disease to record its course, said of himself, when suffering its final 
stage, 'My life is in the hands of any rogue or fool who cares to annoy me', 
before dying, like Sulla, from a fit of anger. 

52 Plutarch uses the words -ro &:7toXpLVO[LEVOV. 
53 Sui/. 36,3 ; extensive suppt.ration is also recorded here. 
54 For the lack of pain see BEMP 575; the secondary stage - at which Sulla is not 

recorded to have been in pain - is also painless : 557. 
55 'The type lesion . of the cubero-serpiginous syphilide is a group in which a central 

nodule about the size of a pea or larger is surrounded by a ring of similar nodules of 
about the same size, or perhaps smaller, with a naaow zone of normal looking skin 
between the parent and the satellites ... The lesion spreads by the development of fresh 
nodules disposed in arcs of circles which have the individual nodules of the first ring as 
their centres . . . In extreme cases the nodules may break down into ulcers. Development 
may be very rapid.' BEMP, 573-74. 

56 Sulla, as has been noted, was a heavy drinker and his resistance to the disease would 
therefore be low. 

57 BEMP, 575. 
58 Appian's account of the death differs somewhat from the two other accounts in the 

sources (which are complementary): 'Sulla in the country [i.e. when retired to Campania 
and no longer in Rome] had a dream that the deity was now summoning him. And 
forthwith at daybreak he told his friends of the dream, hastily composed a will and complet
ed it on the same day. After signing it about evening a fever fell upon him and he perished 
in the night at the age of sixty' (B.C. 1,105,2}. The account is complementary not contra· 
dietary - as Holden (p. 191) thinks - to the other two. The dream, as Valgiglio (p. 
177) indicates, is that to which Plutarch also refers . Both Appian and Plutarch say that he 
died after a troublesome night. For Appian the most striking thing about Sulla's last day 
is his perfect timing in drawing up his will then. For Plutarch it is the fit of rage which 
precipitates his death. So far from being contradictory, the latter explains the former. 

59 Plut. S111l. 38,3-4 and Val. Max. 9,3,8 . 
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A review of the medical history of Sulla's wives and children strikingly 
substantiates these conclusions: again there is a clean bill of health to the year 
86GO, after which four deaths accur. Details are as follows. There is some confu
sion over Sulla's first wife. Plutarch calls her IliaGl, an unusual name which may 
be a corruption of Iulia or, more probably, of Aelia, the name of the second wife 
assigned by Plutarch to Sulla, about whom, alone of all Sulla's wives, nothing 
further is known 62. These facts suggest what has long been suspected, that 
Sulla had only four, not five, wives 63. Anyway, Sulla married her while he was 
yet a mere youth 64. She bore him a daughter, Cornelia, who married the young 
son of Q. Pompeius Rufus and who had a son and a daughter by the latter 65. 
As Pompei us was killed in 88 BC 66 and Cornelia must have had at least one 
child before his death (we are not told that the children were twins), she cannot 
have been born after 105 at the latest, and this puts the marriage to 106, when 
Sulla was in Africa as Marius' pro-quaestor, or, more probably, 107 67, at latest. 
In 107 Sulla would be 31 years old. No further details of Aelia are known. 

Sulla's next wife was Cloelia, whom he divorced because she could not bear 
children, a motive that was felt to be spurious because he remarried within days 
of the divorce Gs. This third marriage, to Metella, occurred in 88 69. As two years 
would seem to be the minimum period required to demonstrate a wife's sterility, 
Aelia must have died before 90, when Sulla married Cloelia. There was ample 
evidence of fecundity in Metella: she brought Sulla three children by her 
previous marriage with Aemilius Scaurus: all were eminently healthy 70. Metella 
had a further three children by Sulla, the twins Faustus and Fausta, and a boy who 

60 Archelaus had brought a huge oriental force into Greece (Plut. Sull. 11,2 and 4; 
App. Mithrid. 28) and with it, in all probability, the disease. The privations from which 
even the besieging force must have suffered before Athens (Sulla got no help from the 
home government and had difficulty securing provisions: Plut. Sull. 12,2-4; cf. App. 
B.C. 1,75,2) would make it rampant. If Sulla contracted it in 87, the chancre of the 
primary stage would not be noted (BEMP, 543-44) and, after a few weeks' incubation, 
the secondary eruptions would begin (BEMP, 530 and 555). At this stage the disease is 
highly infectious (BEMP, 530), and Metella would be almost certain to contract it from 
Sulla. There is nothing unusual in the fact that the disease took ten years to kill Sulla or 
in its being infectious throughout its course. 

61 Sull. 6,16. 
02 Cf. RE Aelius 164 and RE Ilia 2. 
63 Suggested by Reiske, Plutm·chi Vita/"1/m Parallelamm, Vol. 3, 1795, 891; cf. Val-

giglio, 33. 
6 4 7tpOOTIJV p.ev lin [LELpcixtav &v 'IHo:v ~crxe: Sui!. 6,16. 
65 RE Cornelius 392, s. 1532 and Pompeius 40; cf. Valgiglio, 179. 
nt~ Plut. Sull. 8,6; App. B.C. 1,56,3. 
67 MRR 1,554; Sulla might have been still in Rome in 107: cf. ib. p. 551. 
us Plut. Sull. 6,16. 
ou Plutarch tells us that he was fifty years old at the time: Sull. 6,14. Valgiglio com

ments: 'e percio pili esatto di Plut. Vel!. (2,17), il quale dice che S. consequi il consolato 
a 49 anni, cioe nell' 89; il biografo confonde I' anno di elezione con quello di carica 
effettiva' (32-33 ) . 

7° Cf. RE Metellus, 134. Of the children all grew to adulthood. The daughter, Aemilia, 
married M' . Acilius Glabrio to whom she was dearly attached. He was required to divorce 
her, when she was oa the verge of childbirth, so that Pompey could marry her. The resultaat 
change of abode, late in her pregnancy, coupled with her distress, brought about her death 
in childbirth: RE Aemilius, 154. One son committed suicide upon being banished from his 
father's sight for participating in the flight from the Atiso: RE Aemilius, 137. The other 

.married Mucia and had a son: ib., 141. 
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died very young and whose name is not recorded. Faustus married a Pompeia 
and had two children; he was executed by the Caesarians in 46 71. Fausta married 
very early: she had a son old enough to speak before a court in 54. She was 
twice married, to C. Memmius and to T. Annius Milo, and was notorious for 
her moral profligacy 72. 

The twins are generally thought to have been born in 8673. Actually they 
may have been born in 87 or even, possibly, before that: Metella fled from the 
Marians after their capture of Rome and came with the children to Sulla while 
the latter was besieging Athens 7 4 - i.e. before March 1st 86, when Athens 
fell 7 5. Metella seems to have left Rome only after the first outbreak of Marian 
violence in 87 76, so the children and Metella must have been capable of 
travelling in that year. The twins, like Cornelia and the Aemilii (i.e. all Sulla's 
children born before 86), grew to adulthood and led perfectly normal adult lives, 
procreating children, etc. 

About the son who died 'a little before Metella' 77 very little is known. He 
was old enough to stand, speak and to wear mourning dress. Significantly, 
however, he is not named, though he must, by this age, have had a name 7S. 
Now the names Sulla gave the twins were novel ones for a nobilis family 79. 

These were connected with his own assumption of the name Felix so. A child 
born any time between Sulla's victories in Greece and his official adoption of the 

71 RE Cornelius 377, ss. 1516-7. 
Til RE Cornelius 436, s. 1599. 
73 RE Cornelius 377. s. 1515 . 
74 She was in Rome in 8S (Plut. Sull. 6,14---15) and in Sulla's camp before Athens fell 

(ib. 13,1). The children seem however to have been very young then : cf. note SO below. 
75 The dating of her flight by Plutarch, at Sull. 22,1-2, to the consulships of Cinna 

and Carbo in 85 (MRR 2,57) is incorrect- on Plutarch's own showing. The mistake is 
caused by Plutarch's mistaken notion that Cinna's regime lasted eight months (Crass. 6,1). 
Plutarch thought that-Marius (cos. 86) was followed by his son (cos. 82 : MRR 2,65-66) 
immediately; actually the latter followed after four years: 87-84. See Valgiglio, 103 . 

76 For the two outbreaks of violence, one at the taking of Rome and the other in 
January of 86, see Bennett, Cinna and his Tim es, diss. Chic. 1923,24---25 and 37-39 
respectively. Metella left after her house was destroyed, i.e. at the earliest after the first 
outbreak of violence: Bennett, 29-30. 

77 't'E6V1JX6't'o: fl.LXpov ltf1.7tpocr6Ev Tij<; ME't'€XA1J<;: Srtll. 3 7,2 . Seneca's account implies 
an interval of some years between their deaths: L. Srt!la filirtm amisit, nee ea 1·es . .. effecit 
111 cognome11 illud usurpasse falso videretur, quod amisso filio adsmnpsuit (De Consol. 
12,6) . Though Valgiglio puts the child's death in 81 (p. 177), Sulla seems officially to 
have received the cognomen in 82 (Balsdon, Srtlla Felix, JRS 41 , 1951, 4), so the death, 
according to Seneca, should not have occured later than that year. As Metella died in 79 
(see note 86 below), Plutarch's fLLXpov Ef1.7tpocr6Ev must thus be interpreted to mean over 
three years . Moreover it is plain from the trend of Seneca's account ( cf. inter alia the words 
nee odittm bominum veritrts, quorum malo illae nimis seetmdae res constabant, nee invidiam 
deomm, quomm illud crimen erat, Sulla tam felix) that the latter imagines the cognomen 
to have been assumed only after the proscriptions (ended June 1st, 81: Cic. Rose. Amer. , 
128) . Seneca's ethical preoccupations may well have led to inexactness of reference and 
his evidence cannot be preferred to Plutarch's under these circumstances. 

78 Roman children were named on the ninth day after birth: Mommsen and Marquardt, 
La Vie pt·ivee des RomaiiiS, 1892, 99 and n. 5. Though it might very well be that a very 
young infant might appear to do all these things in a dream, he would presumably have 
to be several months old to do so. 

79 Balsdon, 1-2 . 
. !!o Sulla named the twins in 86: Balsdon, p. 3 n. 40 and p. 4. This must mean that they 

cannot have been very old when they arrived in his camp. But, equally, they must have 
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name 'Emxcpp60L"t"oc; / Felix would almost necessarily have been given some 
similar name to that of the twins and, being unusual, this would have been 
recorded. Sulla married Metella in 88 and the twins were born in that year or 
early 87, by which time Sulla had left Rome. This child could not therefore have 
been born before this period. If born subsequent to Sulla's abdication, or even 
late on in his dictatorship, the child would naturally not have been given such 
a name striking. There are two indications that such was the case. Firstly, the 
child's message in the dream is couched in the terms a very young child would 
use. Secondly, if Metella had contracted the disease from Sulla, the bearing and 
birth of the child would have lowered her resistance to the disease to such a 
point that it could kill her - and the child, being born thus infected con
genitally, would die young 81. This hypothesis explains why so very little is 
known of this child, unlike all Sulla's other children - except Postuma. 

It is in fact highly probable that Metella had contracted the disease from 
Sulla. When the Athenians had jeeringly referred to Sulla as 'a mulberry 
sprinkled with meal', they had also jeered at Metella in a cruel and scurrilous 
fashion 82. Plutarch's words seem to connect the mulberry taunt with Metella 
also 83. The most obvious subject for a taunt 84 would have been a similar rash 
infecting Metella and this could well have developed after contagion upon her 
arrival in camp: the disease, as has been said, is highly infectious at this stage 
and the incubatory period varies and can be very short. If this was the case, 
Sulla's feeling of guilt for having infected his wife would account for the 
particular ferocity with which he avenged these taunts upon her 85. The death 
of a young child, as indicated above, in these circumstances suggests congenital 
infection. Moreover, of Metella's death Plutarch says 86 that 'in the course of a 

been older than nine days to enable Metella to travel, which means that Sulla did not 
make a practice of naming his children on the ninth day. Anyway, he would hardly give 
them such names until after his victory at Chaeronaea (Plut. S11ll. 19,9). This would be 
in agreement with his breach of custom over the names chosen . 

lll BEMP, 584-85. The above facts seem to indicate that the infant died during the 
course of its first year. 

8'2 Plutarch describes their abuse in the following terms: ..-~v ME-reA:Acr.v . . . yE
cpupl~ov-rE<; l:"Am36p1Jcrcr.v (Sull. 6,18); cf. also ib. 13,1; De Garml. 505 B-C. 

83 xcr.Kw<; yap cr.u-rov ltA.eyov Kcr.l Tijv ME-reA:Acr.v, &.vcr.mJ~wv-rE<; bd -r<X -rdx"IJ Kczt =w7t-rcuv-rE<; 
"cruKcX(J.LVOV l£cr()• 0 LUAAcr.<; &."Acphcr 7tErtcr.cr(J.EVOV," Kcr.l -rmcr.i:i't"cr. 7tOAAtX cp"Aucr.pOUV't"E<; (De 
Garrul. 505 B-C). 

84 Reiske's comment nam Caecilia mulier habebatm· imp11dicissima et flagitiosissima, et 
Sulla domestica s11a dedecora aut ignorabat, altt dissim11labat volens (Vol. 3,891) has no 
source, either cited or discoverable, to justify it: cf. RE Metellus, 154. It is apparently based 
on a misunderstanding of Plut. S11ll. 6,15, a passage which actually means that Sulla, even 
though consul, was not felt worthy of Metella as a wife (cf. Valgiglio, 33). Had Metella's 
conduct been improper, there would have been comment on the fact, as she belonged to 
the foremost political circles of Rome. As it is, no such criticism is made of her at her 
marriage in 88 (Plut. S11ll. 6,14--15), while in the camp before Athens (ib. 13,1), or upon 
her divorce in 79 (ib. 35,2 ), points at which the charge would have been made had it been 
possible to make it. ~s the Athenians could not have been jeering at her immorality, 
remarks upon a disfiguring rash seem very probable. 

85 His taking vengeance for taunts against Metella is well testified : Plut. Sull. 6,18; 
13,1; De Garml. 505 B-C. Sulla seems to have had a particularly tender feeling for her till 
the end: Srtll. 6,17 and 35,2-4. 

su Sull. 35,2. It is dated to 79 by following immediately upon Sulla's abdication : cf . 
MRR 2,82. 
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banquet, which lasted for many days, Metella began to die of a disease 87. As the 
priests would not allow Sulla to approach her nor his house to be defiled by 
funeral rites, Sulla wrote to her breaking off the marriage and ordered her, while 
still alive, to be moved to another house'. Now it will not do to explain this 
pitiless (and politically extremely unwise) move by saying that 'Sulla was 
Pontifex and therefore could not allow a person to die in his house' ss. No 
other Pontifex is recorded as having done such a thing. It is known that the 
Flamen Dialis could not touch a corpse 89; had any other priesthood been under 
similar (and even more extreme) embargoes there would surely be a comment 
on it somewhere in the sources. There seems in fact to have been some difference 
of opinion between Sulla and the priestly college as to whether he should ap
proach his wife 90, which indicates that there was no ruling in the matter. Me
tella had had the 'secondary' skin eruptions; her last child had died of congenital 
infection; she now begins slowly to die of a disease which people fear will 
pollute ( r.uo:vfl'fivcH) her husband and his house: surely this must mean the 
loathsome phthiriasis, i.e. the tertiary stage of the disease? The explanation for 
her removal, that is, is to be sought rather in a desire to avoid physical con
tamination than in any priestly tabu upon Sulla 91. 

Sulla married his fourth wife, Valeria, a few months after Metella's death, in 
79 BC, when he was 58 92. After his death (in 78 BC) Valeria gave birth to a 
girl, who was named Posruma 93: 'Keine von heiden wird spater noch erwahnt' 9 'l. 

This is highly significant. Valeria was the daughter or sister of M'. Valerius 
Messala and the niece of Q. Hortensius 9,5, and thus a member of the most 
exclusive social circles in Rome- and a young woman of great beauty too 96. 

~7 Holden, p. 186, stresses the force of the imperfect. Mecella was a member of a very 
important political family (Syme, The Roman Revolution, 1952,20) and popular with the 
populace (Plut. Sull. 6,17). Consequently, if she had died of the loathsome disease Sulla 
was to die of (though it affects women to a lesser degree and thus would be less marked: 
BEMP, 536-37), the face might well have been suppressed. On the other hand, the face 
that her end was clearly visible and not remediable for several days before she died indicates 
the presence of some disease such as tertiary syphilis, which wou1d produce such a situation 
in its last stages. 

88 Holden, 186; Valgiglio (p. 170) is far more cautious but draws the same conclusion. 
!!9 Gellius 10,15. 
00 -rwv !e:p€wv -rov :EuA.A.txv oux ~wv-rwv txu'fij 7tpoae:A.6e:i:v oM€ T~v oixltxv -.<;> x~lle:~ 

fl.~txv6'ijvtx~ (Plut; Suit. 35,2). 
u1. Holden in his index translates x~lle:~ of n. 90 frmus, exsequiae (p. 248), a sense which 

the context clearly demands. Yet Plutarch proceeds immediately to contradict himself by 
stating that Sulla arranged a most elaborate funeral (ib. 35,3). The contradiction (together 
with all these difficulties) is resolved by assuming that Plutarch himself has inserted 
xtxt -roiho f1.€v &.xp~~wc; -ro v6fl.~fl.OV (mo lle:~mlltx~fl.ovltxc; ~~pl)ae: ( cf. note 32 above: it 
gives just such another Plutarchean paradox as does Mar. 28,2). The embargo, as far as 
can be deduced from what cook place, lay only on Sulla's approaching the sick woman or 
allowing his house to be defiled by her. 

1~'2 Plut. Suit. 3 5,5. 
· u~ lb. 37.5. 

U4 So RE Valerius, 389. 
9ii Valgiglio resolves the difficulties of Suit. 35,5 by reading &lle:A.cp'ijc;, sci!. 6uy&.Tl)p 

for &.lle:A.cp~ : p . 171; cf. Holden, 186-87. 
ll6 Plutarch puts it illj.~v e:u1tpe:rrljc; xtxt y€vouc; Atxf1.7tpou. 
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Some details of her private life before her marriage to Sulla are known 97. That 
nothing should be known of the subsequent life of such an eminent woman, 
now Sulla's widow, is best explicable on the assumption that she too died of 
the disease - a death about which family pride would naturally be reticent. 
Postuma has left no trace in history9B, unlike all Sulla's other children -
except his second son. Presumably, then, she also died young, for a member of 
such a notorious household could not have failed to be mentioned somewhere 
in the sources had she lived. Presumably also she died the same death as did 
her brother, namely in very early youth of congenital infection. 

So, besides the abundant evidence of the progress of the disease in Sulla 
himself 99, there are clear indications, in these four deaths immediately connected 
with his own, that his wives and children also suffered from the affliction in 
question. Taking the existence of the disease (and, incidentally, its recognition 
as :Such by ancient medical authorities also) as proven, one can explain other 
details of Sulla's death wpiCh seemed hitherto fabulous: '0 oE: l;u:A:Ao:c; ou 
[J.6vov 7tp)~yvw r~v Eo:u-rou -re::Ae:m;~v, &;>..;>..!X -rp6nov -rLviX xo:t y~ypo:tpe: n<;;pt 
o:u-r~c;. 't"O y!X.p ELXOO"'t"O'J XO::L oe:u-re:pov 't"WV U1tO(.IV"t)[J&.-rwv npo oue:Lv ~[J.Epwv 
~ he:P.e:u"t"o:: y p&.tpwv ho::ucro:-ro 1oo. Only a medical prognosis of his expectancy 
of life could lead to such excellent timing of the Memoirs - and to the desperate 
hedonism of his last fling 101. The severity of the disease would naturally induce 
premonitions, including dreams, about his forthcoming death. 

Much, in fact, of the history of Sulla's later years can be explained only as 
the acts of a man suffering from this disease. When, in 84 BC, at a crucial 
moment in his campaign against the home front 102, Sulla retired to a spa and a 
life of debauch, this was the action of a will weakened into indifference - a 
characteristic symptom - by the ravages of the 'secondary' condition. His 
frivolous indifference upon the discovery of the continued existence of the 

117 E.g. that she was only recently divorced: Sui!. 35,5; her beauty, as has been 
mentioned, is commented on in the sources, as is her wooing of Sulla: ib. 35,6-8. It 
should be noted that she contracted a marriage immediately upon becoming free of her 
previous one (as Metella had done) and to an important political figure; she would 
presumably have done the same· on Sulla's death (cf. Syme, The Roman Revolutio11, 1952, 
12) in the normal course of events. 

118 RE Cornelius 448, s. 1601. 
llll On the primary stage see note 60. The chancre might not occur, would anyway only 

be known to Sulla himself, and would not be recorded by hil]l in a semi-official 'document 
like the Memoirs. · 

100 Plut. Sull. 37,1. 
101 They were finished two days before he died: ib. 37,2. His will was written on the 

·day preceding the night in which he died: App. B.C. 1,105,2. For the high living of his 
· last months, see Plut. Sui!. 36,1-2. This course of life was indulged in although it was 
clearly detrimental to his health: ib. 36,2 . Sulla kept working right up to the end, though 
this was known to be imminent (ib. 37,3; cf. Valgiglio, pp. 173 and 178). These facts all 
suggest that Sulla was working against time: Valgiglio's ··Ana soddisfazione di ufi capriccio 
seguiva quella di voglie malsane' (p. 173) is not really satisfactory: Sulla' s last days show 
too much evidence of planned allocation of time to be described as capricious. 

102: The home front was mounting an enormous offensive against him and many of 
their preparations could have been forestalled by a speedy attack (cf. Valgiglio, p . 122) . 
Sulla on the other hand did not increment his veteran legions in Greece and had no need 
of further time to train them, so he had nothing to gain, as well as much to lose, by delay. 
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Halaeans on this occasion 103 is a further indication of the toll the disease was 
taking on his hitherto meticulously intense determination. It may well be that 
it was an added factor which had led to his striking an agreement with Mithri
dates- an unpopular and militarily unwise act -shortly before this 104. 

By 82 BC, when the disease had progressed towards its tertiary stage, a mood 
of impatient recklessness begins to appear in Sulla's decisions. An early example 
of this occurs in his decision, against the advice of his officers, to give battle at 
the Colline Gate with his desperately weary troops 105. This miscalculation 
should have and all but did cost him the battle: he seems to have regretted it 
during its course 106. Caesar's contumacious ability made him too dangerous an 
opponent to be spared in the proscriptions, as Sulla clearly recognised, yet 
repeated importuning led Sulla, in a fit of impatient indifference, to spare 
him 107. This mood, characteristic of the last stages of the disease, is most 
strongly in evidence around the time of his abdication, a year before his death. 
His constitution was marred by flaws which he, as a practical politician, cannot 
but have seen 108, and to let Pompey take the triumph he so insolently demanded 
set a precedent which clearly foreboded its undoing; yet Sulla merely said 'Let 
him triumph!' 109 His abdication of the dictatorship before the need for its 
discontinuance was apparent always puzzled the ancients; so did his untroubled 
jettisoning of the safeguards on his own security 110. Action and attitude are 
those of a man sick and indifferent to death as a result of the 'tertiary' condition: 
there is no need to look for pressure exerted by political groupings of the 
Metelli 111 or for constitutional idealism 112 here. Indifference to both these 
things is shown by the disgusted and irritated tolerance with which Sulla greeted 
the news of Pompey's ill-counselled support of Lepidus 113 - a final recurrence 
of this mood which is the hall-mark of many of Sulla's actions at this stage of 
the disease. Sulla was well enough aware of the nearness of his death to make 

103 Plut. Sull. 26,6-7. 
104 For its unpopularity cf. ib. 24,5; for its military unwisdom: Valgiglio's commentary 

thereto: pp. 115-16. Badian suggests that Sulla saved Mithridates from destruction by 
Fimbria because he wanted his help against the Roman government: Foreign Clientelae, 
1958, pp. 241 and 272. Such haste in concluding the war, followed by the wholly 
inadvisable delay at Adepsus, indicate the workings of the mind of a desperately sick man. 

105 Plut. Sull. 29,6-7. For another such encounter: ib. 28,10-11. The treatment of 
Ofelia (Sull. 33,5-6) is just such another arbitrary and impatient act. 

lOU lb. 29, 10-12 (see however Appian's somewhat different account at B.C. 1,93 ). 
107 Plut. Caes. 1,1-4; Vel!. 2,41,2; Suet. Caes. 1,2; 74,1. 
108 CAH, Vol. 9, 1951, 310-11; cf. Heitland, The Roma11 Republic, Vol. 2, 1923, 

534. 
109 XIX't"IX7tAIXyd~ 't"OU Ilo[L7t"l)fou TIJV 't"6A[LIXV, &ve:~6"1)crE: Ill~ tcpe:~'ijt;" 0p~1X[L~e:ucrchw (Plut. 

Pomp. 14,5); for the full details of the incident cf. ib. 14,1-10. The attitude here 
contrasts strikingly with that shown towards Ofelia: Sull. 33,5-6 (but here Sulla had the 
power to deal firmly with an unruly follower). 

110 App. B.C. 1,103,4- 104,3; Plut. Sull. 34, 6-7; Suet. Caes. 77; Juv. Sat. 1,16; 
cf. CAH 9,312 and especially Volkmann, Sul!as Marsch auf Rom, 1958, 84-85. 

111 So Carcopina, Sylla ou Ia monarchie manqttee, 1950, 186£.: La Coalition des Metelli 
et de Pompee. 

112 'In 79 Sulla resigned his dictatorship and withdrew to a country estate in Campania, 
so as not to embarrass the restored government of the Senate by his formidable presence" 
Cary, History of Rome, 1949, 342. 

113 Plut. Sui/. 34, 7-8. 
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a will in time 114; but it was this impatient irritation that finally precipitated 
this anticipated death over a trifling incident, where again the disease rather 
than political considerations lay behind the attirude taken by Sulla 115. 

114 As has been argued in note 58 . 
115 The Granii were Marians (Piut. Mar. 35,9; cf. Syme, review of Gelzer, Caesar der 

Politiker rmd Staatsmamz, ]RS 34, 1944, 92) , so the opposition of this municipal official 
to Sulla might have widespread implications if successful. On the other hand Sulla knew 
he was dying and the matter was of no critical importance (it concerned the payment of 
moneys towards the rebuilding of the Capitol : Val. Max. 9,3,8) . Sulla had anyway largely 
retired from politics by his own admission (at Plut. Srtll. 34,6 he is termed taLWTIJt;). 
Hence it is difficult to explain his outburst on strictly rational grounds. 
Adde11d11m to 11 . 42: Another case of the development of a ward 's significance for use in 
a medical context is recorded for another Greek author of the 2nd cent. A.D., again in an 
attempt more narrowly to define an ulcerous condition: Hooker, Bttboer i1z Thucydides ? 
].H.S . 78 , 1958, 81-82 . 
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MEDICAL CASE-HISTORIES OF SULLA'S IMMEDIATE FAMILY CIRCLE 

DATE 
OF I CHILDREN 

MARRIAGE 

By or 
before 

107 

Probably 
c. 90 

88 

Cornelia 

NOTHING 

**Aernilia 

**Aernilius 

**Aernilius 

Faustus ( -~ 

Fausta ~ 

DATE 
OF 

BIRTH 

105 at 
latest 

AT :ALL 

Probably 
87 

MEDICAL HISTORY 
OF FAMILY 

Died before 90? 

Iv!arried Pompeius and had a son (and 
possibly a daughter) by 88 

KNOWN 

Divorced 88 on pretext of sterility 

Married to Glabrius; died in childbirth on 
being divorced 1or remarriage to Pompey 
(82) 

Committed suicide in 102 after deserting 
liis C-in-C 

Married Mucia; had a son; became consul 

:Married Pompeia; had 2 children; executed 
46 

Married Memmius; had son, adult by 54; 
married Milo. 

MEDTCAL HISTORY 
OF SULLA 



-..J 
'-0 

-~·'~-

Cornelius? 82? 80? 

Valeria Probably 
79 

Postuma Mter 
Sulla's 
death in 

78 

* Probably tbe same person 
** These children are by a previous marriage 

-- - -~- J. Ht: Ul;)t;(l::,C \..UUU."l:lLlCU 0 I ---, 

Secondary stage 87-8b 

Metella infected: probably 86 

Feet affected 84 

Died while still very young: 82? 80? 

Metella died of a lingering disease: 79 

Tertiary ulcers 79-78 

Loss of a member? 78 

Haemorrhage and death 78 

Died in rnfancy 

Valeria died (shortly after this?) 

l!..... 



THE FORMS OF THE SENTENTIA 
IN QUINTILIAN VIII.v. 3-24* 

by D. M. Kriel 

(University of South Africa, Pretoria). 

Literary discussions 1 of Quintilian's views on the rhetorical sententia are usually 
confined to his very sensible precepts on the use of this device given in para
graphs 25-34 of Inst. Or. VII.v.2 Particular attention has not been given to 
his rather confused treatment in the preceding paragraphs (3-24) of the forms 
in which these sententiae may be cast, and Bonnell could certainly not have had 
this section in mind when he described the fifth chapter of bk. VIII as one of 
the 'lehrreichsten Kapitel seines Lehrbuchs' 3. Since it is difficult to find a 
logical pattern in paragraphs 3-24, a closer examination of these neglected but 
very important paragraphs seems justified, and in this article an attempt will 
be made to analyse them and to discern the system underlying Quintilian's 
treatment. 

Spalding's 4 'analysis' of par. 3-24 is of very little assistance. He merely 
says: TvwfLCY.~; 3-8. Clausula; 9-14. Magis nova sententiarum genera; 15-17. 
Geminatione fieri sententias; 18-19. Vitiosae horum generum; 20-24.' 
Cousin 5 goes into greater detail, but he is primarily concerned with Quintilian's 
sources, and his analysis is therefore incidental to his main theme. He deals 
with par. 3-8 together as referring to the yvWfL"YJ, and then mentions the 
enthymema, epiphonema, noema and clausula (par. 9-14), each on the same 
level as the yvWfL"YJ (i.e. as further, independent forms of sententia). Of pars. 
15-19 he says that the rhetoricians invented other forms of sententia which 
rely for their effect upon surprise, allusion, quotation, doubling of a word, 
antithesis and comparison. He summarises pars. 20-24 by saying that Quin
tilian brings the 'bad' sententiae to the attention of his students: 'ce sont ceux 
qui reposent sur un jeu de mots, qui sont tires de trop loin, qui renferment 
une ambigu"ite choquante, qui presentent des exagerations de toutes sortes et 
surtout une depense d'esprit vraiment superflue.' The scheme of Cousin's 
cursory analysis may therefore be presented as follows: 

(i) YVWfL"YJ (3-8) 
(ii) enthymema (9-10) 

* This paper is based on the second chapter of a dissertation entitled Die sententia as 
retoriese begrip by Quintilianus, accepted for the M.A. degree at the University of Pretoria 
in March, 1961, under the supervision of Prof. H. L. Gonin. 

1 E.g. J. W. H. Atkins Literary Criticism in Antiquity vol. 2, Cambridge 1952, pp. 
270-271; G. Saintsbury A History of Criticism vol. 1, Edinburgh 1900, pp. 298-299; 
E. Nqrden Die Antike Kmwprosa vol. 1, Leipzig 1898, pp. 280-281. 

2 The use of sententiae is also dealt with in bk. XII. x. 48. (J. W. Duff A Literary 
History of Rome in the Silver Age p. 405 refers only to this paragraph). 

3 E. Bonnell M. Fabii Quintiliani Institutionis Oratoriae Liber Decimus, 5e Auflage 
von F. Meister, Berlin 1882, p . 11. 

4 G. L. Spalding and J. J. Dussault Marcus Fabius Quintilianus, De Institution~ 
Orat01·ia, Paris 1823. 

5 J. Cousin Etudes s11r Quintilien Tome 1, Paris 1936, pp. 432-435. 
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